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 Eugenia Paulicelli

 Fashion and Futurism: Performing Dress

 "Si pensa e si agisce come si veste."
 (Balla 1914: 90)

 "Rinnovare la moda italiana nel vestiario maschile significa anteporre all'esterofilia
 cafona ed alle importazioni galliche anglosassoni antitaliane l'orgoglio novatore della
 nostra razza più geniale, più intuitiva, più veloce di tutt'i popoli passati presenti e futuri.
 [...] Italiani, abolite i nodi, le farfalle, le spille, i fermagli, cianfrusaglie antiveloci
 antiigieniche antiottimistiche! Regalatele ai vostri bambini perché le attacchino alle code
 dei gatti o dei cani, unico posto dove non siano ridicole! [...]. Il carattere di un uomo si
 rivela attraverso la cravatta che porta. Oggi, divina epoca motoristica dinamica
 simultaneista, il carattere di un uomo non deve apparire da un nodo e un pezzetto di
 stoffa, ma dalla lucentezza e dalla purezza del metallo. Perciò invitiamo tutti gli italiani
 maschi a boicottare le cravatte d'uso comune e ad usare la cravatta futurista lanciata da

 noi il 27 Marzo 1933 in Verona."

 (Di Bosso and Scurto 147)

 Futurism and Fashion

 From the second half of the nineteenth century and until the years immediately following WWII, England (especially for male tailoring) and
 France were the two European nations that held the power of fashion, thus
 acquiring the cachet of being perceived as nations that were both modern and
 elegant. London, and especially Paris, became desirable tourist destinations
 where, among other things, wealthy customers could dress the part and refashion
 themselves. These are some of the reasons why in the first decades of the
 twentieth century, before Italy and the United States were able to send a
 convincing message of elegance and sophistication to their customers, some of
 the local Italian fashion houses used French sounding labels on their clothing to
 legitimize their production, casting onto it an aura of sophistication for the
 demanding customers who craved Parisian couture. Meanwhile a ready-to-wear
 industry was gradually taking form and expanding, and began to define the
 codes of a well suited and dressed bourgeois class of men and women living,
 working and appearing in an urban space. Cities were, in fact, growing and took
 center stage in literary production, film and art. Therefore, we cannot accurately
 assess Futurism's contribution to fashion and dress if we divorce it from

 urbanity and urban space.

 Annali d'Italianistica 27 (2009). A Century of Futurism 1909-2009
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 188 Eugenia Paulicelli

 It is not by chance, then, that one of the most well known philosophers of
 the time, Georg Simmel, who wrote on cities, also wrote one of the most
 seminal essays on fashion, first published in 1895 and republished in 1905:
 "Fashion". Simmel, in fact, established a very intimate link among fashion,
 modernity, the city/urban space and the mass society that was gradually
 emerging from the industrial revolution. Against the backdrop of capitalism in
 full bloom and the project of restructuring urban spaces, city neighborhoods, the
 creation of new spaces of consumption, and the birth of the department store,
 Simmel identified and connected the contradictory sides of fashion. On the one
 hand, as he saw it, fashion is characterized by uniformity, while, on the other, it
 is characterized by an opposite drive towards differentiation and change, the
 engines that drive its cycles of production and consumption. These are also the
 mechanisms that, according to Simmel, are at work within the individual and the
 construction of identity. More importantly for the topic of this article, the ideas
 of newness, change and speed characterizing fashion were elements that
 fascinated Futurist artists such as Giacomo Balla, Fortunato Depero, Tullio
 Crali, Ernesto Michaelles (Thayaht) and Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, who all
 gave special emphasis to fashion and dress in their project of "reconstructing the
 universe" and, as in the case of Depero and Prampolini, put them on display in
 their costume and stage design.

 What attracted the Futurists was the power the visual impact of dress had in
 establishing new codes of aesthetics and a politics of style that connected the
 personal self with the social self. Fashion, however, is much more than the
 production of clothes. Clothing, in fact, does not necessarily mean fashion in a
 sort of deterministic translation from the technological to the semiotic. It is,
 indeed, this translation from the garment as an object — what Barthes calls the
 "technological" — into the meanings it assumes in a given historical, cultural
 and political context (time) and both private and public spaces, that transforms
 clothing into fashion. More precisely for our context here, I would like to refer
 to Judith Clark's article "Looking Forward Historical Futurism," where she has
 rightly underlined how the act of translation is a key mechanism in defining
 fashion's inclination towards newness and the reinvention of the past. This is
 especially true in revolutionary fashion as was elaborated by the Futurists'
 manifestos and their performances. To corroborate her point, Clark refers to the
 opening of Marx's The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, where he
 suggests the idea that translation is linked to revolution or radicalism.

 Following this idea of translation, one can see how in several experimental
 designers the principles elaborated by the Futurists are at work and re-imagine
 the shape and form of dress as in Yoshi Yamamoto, Issey Miyake, Hussein
 Chalayan, John Galliano, or the dramatic asymmetry of Alexander McQueen's
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 Fashion and Futurism: Performing Dress 189

 tailoring. In the past fashion seasons, even more designers have been inspired by
 Futurist fashion.1

 Fashion, then, is a complex system of cultural mediations and an institution
 that along with others already established in society was and still is able to
 project a desirable image of modernity and convey a sense of beauty and
 elegance that is associated with individuals, groups or a particular country or
 city. These were mechanisms understood by the Futurists who put them into
 action through their performances and manifestos on clothing and accessories.

 In later years, the Fascist regime would also use fashion and style to project
 a modem image of the nation and "invent" an Italian fashion. In its attempt to be
 in line with the "modernity" of the more advanced capitalist nations such as
 France, Great Britain and the United States, Fascism, especially in the 1930s, the
 period of its consolidation, dedicated a great deal of attention to culture
 industries (cinema, sport, fashion, and the popular press). Some of the Futurists
 subscribed to the Fascist modernist dream. But Fascism had another calling, that
 of tradition: an opposite dimension — tradition/modernity — that was already
 contained in the "Manifesto degli intellettuali fascisti" (25 July, 1925).

 Interestingly, in 1930, the linguist Alfredo Panzini published La penultima
 moda - 1850-1930, a book that appeared in the series "Prisma" directed by
 Margherita Sarfatti for the Cremonese publishing house in Rome. Other books
 appearing in the same series are: L'architettura oggi by Marcello Piacentini,
 L'arredamento moderno by Giovanni Ponti, and two titles by Sarfatti, Storia
 della pittura moderna and Scenari moderni. Fashion, as it was for the Futurists,
 is identified as one of the manifestations of the via italiana alla modernità.

 Fashion, as treated in Futurism, however, cannot be considered a merely
 aesthetic and cosmetic change of dress, appearance and identity. Rather, it is a
 symptom, as is always the case, of complex transformations in society and a
 manifestation of culture. There are several examples in Italian literature and
 culture prior to Futurist writers and artists where we can see how fashion and
 dress became both a concern as well as a cultural and economic force. It was a

 force, however, that could not solely be identified with clothing and accessories.
 Rather, it included behavior, gestures, lifestyle, and performance, features that
 were crucial for the Futurist project of reshaping space and form. One of the
 most striking features of Futurist fashion was the link established between
 fashion and clothing in the context of a project that aimed at the idea of a total
 reconstruction of the universe and at the refashioning of masculinity in dress
 within public space. In fact, the Futurist interest in refashioning the male suit
 and appearance was the first visible attempt to undermine what Fliigel in 1930

 1 It is enough to "Google" "Futurist fashion" to see how many contemporary designers in
 a variety of ways address questions of shape, form, asymmetrical cut, combination of
 colors and contrast in fabric and material in their collections presented on the catwalk:
 Viktor and Rolf, Miuccia Prada, Chalayan and others.
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 would later term the "great male renunciation." Fliigel's The Psychology of
 Clothes was the first study on the psychology of dress that bore on social,
 cultural and gender questions. Following the industrial revolution and the
 triumph of the middle class, men's public appearance was mainly dominated by
 dark colors and lack of ornamentation, this latter being the preserve of the
 fashioning of the female body. In this view, the Futurist program to restyle
 men's fashion and the performance of dress in public space are in themselves
 very interesting projects that have yet to receive the attention they deserve from
 both design and fashion historians. Interestingly, it has been only in recent years
 that studies on different aspects of masculinity — a subject that has erroneously
 been considered feminine territory — have started to appear in relation to
 fashion.2 It would be wrong, in fact, to consider the care of the body and the self
 as solely the realm of women. Of course, recent scholarship is gradually
 correcting this view as it sheds new light on the multifaceted relationship
 concerning gender and fashion.

 Male sartorial fashion linked to issues of national identity, class and gender
 is fully described in Giuseppe Tornasi di Lampedusa's II gattopardo, where in
 many instances it is a measure of social and political transformations. In
 particular, we can pinpoint that England still held a pre-eminent position in male
 fashion for Italian aristocrats such as the Prince of Salina. The Prince, in fact, in

 a well known passage of the novel, comments on the parvenu Don Calogero's
 poorly made morning suit when he is invited to the Salina's residence. Although
 intending to show off his new wealth, Don Calogero succeeds only in displaying
 his sartorial ignorance insofar as he has had his suit made by a local tailor
 instead of going to London as the aristocrats did. So, sartorial fashion is
 embedded with social and cultural implications that hint at the hegemony
 enjoyed by the manufacturing industries in England for men's fashion and Paris
 for women's, as stated before. It should not come as a surprise that the search
 for an Italian fashion and style is, on the one hand, intertwined with the process
 of nationalism in which the Futurists were also involved, and, on the other, with

 2 See, for instance, the most recent scholarship in Italy on the topic of "mascolinità," in
 particular Bellassai and Malatesta; see also two interesting chapters in Bellassai on "II
 primo Novecento" and "La grande guerra e il fascismo"; also Dell'Agnese and Ruspini.
 As for fashion studies, more attention has also been given to the subject of gender that
 includes masculinity in the work of Christopher Breward and Peter McNeill, who co
 edited with Vicki Karaminas a recent collection of essays in The Men's Fashion Reader.
 In Italy, see Paola Colaiacomo's Factious Elegance. Pasolini and Male Fashion, See also
 Turbin, "Fashioning the American Man: The Arrow Collar Man, 1907-1931" ; Katrina
 Honeyman, "Following Suit: Men, Masculinity and Gendered Practices in the Clothing
 Trade in Leeds, England, 1890-1940," Breward, "Style and Subversion: Postwar Poses
 and the Neo-Edwardian Suit in Mid-Twentieth-Century Britain," all in Turbin and
 Burman
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 experiments in design, color and cut, and the concept of performing dress in
 public space that was at heart of the experience of the avant-garde (Clark).

 Italy at that time was certainly not on the map as a country that could
 convey modernity and, above all, desirable fashion. This development happened
 much later, in the early 1950s, when original Italian fashion (or fashion
 originating in Italy) started to gain international attention. Although the Fascist
 regime dedicated a great deal of attention to and investment in fashion, Italy did
 not succeed in becoming a country associated with beauty, style and modernity
 until the postwar years, especially during the so-called "economic miracle." By
 this statement I do not mean that fashion did not exist in Italy before the 1950s;
 rather, an organized fashion system like the one in place in Paris and a
 concomitant culture of fashion that created a strong sense of national identity
 and pride, were still lacking in the peninsula, which explains why in the 1930s
 one of the Fascist slogans related to fashion will be: "Una moda italiana non
 esiste, dobbiamo inventarla."3

 Although some studies have been published in recent years on the
 relationship between fashion and Futurism, not enough attention has been
 dedicated to the role that fashion played in the redefinition of art, its hierarchies
 between the fine arts and the decorative arts, and the blurring of these
 boundaries that we find in the Futurist project and in the avant-garde in general.4
 In addition, it is key to focus on design, color and construction of dress, and the
 relations to gender whose impact would be appreciated only much later. In the
 fall of 2008, for instance, Prada designed several examples of Futurist inspired
 shoes (Fig. 1). Laura Biagiotti, whose foundation had acquired several works by
 Balla, based her Fall 2009 collection and accessories on Futurism (Fig. 2 and 3).

 European avant-garde movements called attention to the retracing of the
 boundaries that defined what art could be with their contamination of and

 interactions between languages. Painting and textile design, visual arts and
 literature, everyday objects transformed into art objects, fashion and art, the
 redefinition of the construction and appearance of male and female dress, color,
 form, accessories and the aesthetic of masculinity in dress, are all elements that
 can be seen in the Italian Futurists. Fashion and dress became wearable art.

 Artists like Balla and Depero stressed the idea of performance, calling attention
 to the power of dress to establish meanings and communication in a
 semiosphere.

 3 These are issues I discuss at length in my book Fashion under Fascism. Beyond the
 Black Shirt. The scope of this article is limited to fashion and futurism, but to understand
 the national context, it is necessary to touch on Italian Fascism and the wider
 international scene in terms of fashion and its relationship to modernity and taste.
 4 Crispolti is the first and most comprehensive study on "la moda futurista." On this issue
 see also Braun.
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 From this perspective, fashions that were originated by the avant-garde
 movements — Italian Futurism, French surrealism, Russian constructivism and
 German Bauhaus — deliberately sought to effect a rupture with the past and
 present in order to achieve a completely new way of looking at dress and
 appearance in public and private spaces, underlining the lack of symmetry, the
 combination of opposite elements and material, etc.

 The experiments and creations of painters like Giacomo Balla and others
 such as Fortunato Depero, Ernesto Thayaht (who designed for Madeleine
 Vionnet) — none of which became part of mainstream fashion at that time —
 were a far more elitist form of rupture and transgression, which were taken up
 later in France, where there was a more fertile terrain in terms of contamination

 of the arts and their relations to commerce and industry. Let us think of the
 Italian émigré Elsa Schiapparelli and her experiments with surrealism and avant
 garde artists. French couture also drew inspiration from Futurist design. Many of
 the exhibits at the Exposition internationale des arts décoratifs et industriels
 modernes, held in Paris in 1925, were particularly influenced by Futurist work.
 Enrico Crispolti, in his II futurismo e la moda. Balla e gli altri, refers to articles
 and interviews with Balla that appeared in 1925, following the Paris exhibition.
 In fact, visiting the exhibition and noticing the many objects and even the ceiling
 decoration of the fashion salon, Balla remarked: "This is wonderfully ballabile
 [danceable, but a play on his name]! Could be a Balla down here?" (12).

 The Futurist program, as expressed in their Manifesto published in 1909,
 aimed at revolutionizing society and individuals. See, for instance, the piece
 Ricostruzione futurista dell'universo signed by Balla and Depero in 1915. As
 regards fashion, this project had personal implications insofar as it brought about
 the necessity to redesign wardrobes and design clothes that suited the
 revolutionary spirit of the times. Indeed, what is perhaps most interesting about
 the Futurist project is how it sought to effect deep ruptures in the symmetry of
 the cut in order to allow the wearer more movement and dynamism.

 The experience and experiments of Futurist artists with fashion, dress and
 appearance are particularly relevant in order to understand not only the way the
 very concept of art and its hierarchy is completely reworked in the context of the
 avant-garde movements, but also how their aesthetic, visual and philosophical
 sensibilities revolutionized the cut, the design, the chromatism and the meanings
 of fashion vis-à-vis urban space and performance. Futurists established a close
 relationship between urban space and the street, thus redefining color for male
 and female dress (Lista). Indeed, the idea of reconstructing or redesigning the
 universe was put into practice by a series of acts and actions on the part of artists
 who first and foremost wished to appear in public with a new image. In fact,
 dress for Futurists was literally acted out in what became known as the "serate
 futuriste," where many of the artists appeared in theatres and galleries with the
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 intention of creating an impact on the audience through their dressed persona.5
 Following these lines, the process of re-designing the world was a key factor
 involving the identity and the body of the Futurist artist and his public persona,
 who aimed at creating a rupture with the immediate past.

 In his "La declamazione dinamica e sinottica" (11 March, 1916), Marinetti
 states that the "declamatore futurista" must dispense completely with the
 traditional "spettacolarità declamatoria" in favor of a "dynamic and synoptic
 manifestation of words in freedom." He must: "Vestire un abito anonimo

 (possibilmente, di sera, uno smoking) evitando tutti gli abiti che suggeriscono
 ambienti speciali. Niente fiori all'occhiello, niente guanti" (qtd. in Crispolti 31).

 However, in term of dress and performance, the Futurists had also
 individual tastes and ideas on how to create their personal style and make an
 impact on the audience. The way Tullio Crali appeared dressed in public was not
 the same as Marinetti, Balla or Thayaht.6 Thus, although similar principles were
 elaborated in their manifestos, each artist took the liberty to design his or her
 own public persona in dress.

 Fashion, then, was for the Futurists integral to their aspiring aesthetic of
 being, seeing, and behaving/performing. Fashion became a visual and social
 commentary of their cultural and political project. But how and when did the
 interest for fashion manifest itself? It is to Balla's work that we now turn in

 order to answer this question.

 Giacomo Balla 's Theory and Practices of Dress
 In the summer of 1912, Balla is in Dusseldorf, where he resides with the
 Lowenstein family who had commissioned him to decorate with his paintings
 their new villa on the Rhine. On 18 July he writes to his family back in Italy:

 I miei vestiti hanno fatto un vero furore, specialmente quello ultimo chiaro a quadretti,
 nientemeno non me lo hanno fatto più togliere e ho dovuto uscire per la città con loro per
 cui ero guardato da tutti in un modo abbastanza, per me, insolito per cui continueremo a
 portarlo.

 (65)

 This is the first time Balla declares his personal interest in dress and, in fact, he
 uses it in order to fashion himself, while at the same time realizing that his
 designs impress and positively affect the people around him. There are a few
 interesting elements in this episode, which is followed by additional ones of the
 same kind. Fashion is and has often been associated with women, as if their

 5 See the section "Come vestivano i futuristi" in Crispolti; also Cangiullo.
 6 Futurists used dress as a performance of art and identity in different spaces in urban
 settings, such as the opening of an exhibition, a public reading in a theatre, a rally, etc.
 See the section "Come vestivano i futuristi" in Crispolti; also Cangiullo.
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 weakness and frivolity could find a correspondent manifestation in things related
 to beautifying the body and appearance. Style against substance. Interestingly,
 with the Futurists (as most of them are men), it is Balla who initiates the project
 of a Futurist fashion, the main concern of which was initially to redesign the
 male wardrobe starting with the artist's own clothing. In fact, it is through a
 personal practice of dress and the reactions it provokes in the public and social
 spaces that Balla takes an interest in defining Futurist fashion. A way of dressing
 translates into a way of life and reconceptualization of art. The ephemeral nature
 of dress, its very fragility and instability nourish the Futurist dream of rethinking
 the shape and space of the urban environment and its everyday gestures. It is
 interesting that after the "great male renunciation" theorized by Fliigel, male
 artists are specifically addressing questions of style and appearance as an
 integral part of their project rather than considering them divorced from their
 painting, design and other artistic manifestations, etc. A similar interest in style
 was, of course, present in dandyism and decadentism, exemplified in the figure
 of the artist and his appearance from the bohemian dandy à la Baudelaire and his
 black neckerchief to the refined elegance of Gabriele D'Annunzio.7 Futurists
 wanted deliberately to present themselves as something different, even with
 clothes that they designed themselves as in the case of Balla, Depero, Thayaht
 and others, or as in the case of Severini, who openly rejects the uniform of the
 "bohemian artist" (qtd. in Crispolti 31). He liked to dress in "tuta blu o marrone"
 or "complet-veston" and "chapeau-melon" or in smoking. In fact he says: "Vi fu
 un momento in cui io non possedei che ima tuta, con le scarpe di corda dette
 'espadrilles', e uno smoking, con i relativi scarpini da soirée" (Severini 90).

 A great deal of thinking went into redesigning the male jacket and with it an
 idea of masculinity free from the strictures of the contemporary male suit. Balla,
 for instance, designed a jacket with an asymmetric collar and lapel. In 1932, the
 artist Tullio Crali designed for himself a jacket that was symmetric in the cut,
 but had no collar and was single buttoned, and it also appeared to be more fluid
 than the structured armor of the typical male suit.

 So, what distinguished the Futurists was, on the one hand, their declared
 aesthetic and political program through their manifestos, their performances,
 their presence in public spaces; and, on the other, the innovation in cut,
 technique, and color in the very concept of the clothes they designed (Fig. 4).

 Balla first writes his "Manifesto futurista del vestito da uomo" between

 1913 and 1914, later published in French with the title "Le Vêtement masculin
 futuriste. Manifeste."

 The Italian version of the manifesto will appear on September 11, 1914
 under the title "Il vestito antineutrale," with a strong emphasis on supporting the

 7 For D'Annunzio and his activity in the "cronaca mondana," see Portava un abito; other
 references are contained in Paulicelli.
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 "interventisti" for WWI, whose specific political overtones linked up to
 nationalism and later the Fascist movement.

 The text of the manifesto is accompanied by the design of a Futurist suit
 with an asymmetrical cut (Fig. 5). The author suggests that it must be made of
 fabric in the three colors of the Italian flag, white, red and green. He also lists
 what, in his opinion, needs to be abolished in the male suit, while always
 emphasizing color and cut:

 Oggi vogliamo abolire:
 1. Tutte le le tinte neutre, "carine", sbiadite, fantasia, semioscure e umilianti. [...]
 4. L'equilibrio mediocrista, il cosidetto buon gusto e la cosidetta armonia di tinte e di
 forme, che frenano gli entusiasmi e rallentano il passo.
 5. La simmetria nel taglio, le linee statiche, che stancano, deprimono, contristano, legano
 i muscoli; l'uniformità di goffi risvolti e tutte le cincischiature. I bottoni inutili. I colletti e
 i polsini inamidati.
 Noi futuristi vogliamo liberare la nostra razza da ogni neutralità, dall'indecisione paurosa
 e quietista, dal pessimismo negatore e dall'inerzia nostalgica, romantica e rammollente.
 Noi vogliamo colorare l'Italia di audacia e di rischio futurista, dare finalmente agl'italiani
 degli abiti bellicosi e giocondi.

 (89-90)

 In the fiery debate that preceded Italy's decision to enter WWI, the Futurists
 were amongst the most vociferous. For Balla, neutralità has the double meaning
 of referring not only to those who are not interventionists, but also to the neutral

 tone of colors, which he sees as added confirmation of the audacity and courage
 that is lacking among Italians. According to Balla, in fact, "one thinks and acts
 the way one dresses. As neutrality is the synthesis of all that is in the past we
 Futurists today put our antineutral, festively bellicose clothes on display" ("II
 vestito antineutrale" 90). After an introduction in which he elaborates on the
 contrast between dark colors, especially black, and its association with the
 mediocrity of bourgeois culture, and bright colors that boast a new bellicose
 vitality, the Manifesto goes on to list all the characteristics of new Futurist
 clothing. First of all, it is to be "aggressive" in order to "multiply the courage of
 the strong and upset the sensitivity of the vile"; its new geometric and colorful
 print fabrics, especially what he calls the "muscular colors," "rossissimi,
 verdissimi, gialloni, aranciooooni, vermiglioni," must be dynamic; and last,
 Futurist clothing must be "short-lived in order incessantly to renew the pleasure
 and erupting animation of the body" (115). But it is the color red that is exalted
 at the end of the manifesto and that at the beginning is chosen as a color to
 honor the heroes who died in the war and who are to be remembered in this way,
 instead of being wept for with the black of mourning. Later in 1933, Marinetti,
 together with Francesco Monarchi, Enrico Prampolini and Mino Somenzi, was a
 signatory of "The Futurist Manifesto of the Italian Hat," in which they took up
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 once again "the indispensable and longed for revolution in Italian men's attire"
 that had been initiated by Balla and his manifesto of "The Antineutral Suit."

 The ideas of movement and dynamism are inherent to the concept of dress,
 as they had been in painting. Dynamism is linked to comfort and the notion of
 "abito trasformabile," which will be relevant for modern fashion and is a
 concept that can be better understood today. The creative addition of a detail can
 transform an outfit to suit different parts of the day and also spaces to inhabit.
 This will be beautifully exemplified by the invention of the unisex "tuta" by
 another Futurist artist, Thayaht. Emphasis was also given to male accessories,
 such as the tie, first in designs by Balla in 1912 and 1914 and later elaborated in
 the "Manifesto futurista della cravatta italiana" (1933), in which the idea of a
 metallic tie is put forward: "La cravatta futurista, anticravatta di metallo
 leggerissimo lucente duraturo, denota in chi la porta elasticità forza intelligenza,
 sobrietà e consistenza d'idee, spirito novatore ed italiano."8 So, for Balla,
 Futurist fashions should be:

 Dinamici, pei disegni e i colori dinamici delle stoffe (triangoli, coni spirali, ellissi,
 circoli) che ispirino l'amore del pericolo, della velocità e dell'assalto, l'odio della pace e
 dell'immobilità. )
 Semplici e comodi, cioè facili a mettersi e a togliersi, che ben si prestino per puntare il
 fucile, guadare i fiumi e lanciarsi a nuoto.
 Asimmetrici, per esempio, l'estremità delle maniche e il davanti della giacca saranno a
 destra rotondi, a sinistra quadrati.
 Di breve durata, per rinnovare incessantemente il godimento e l'animazione irruente del
 corpo.

 Variabili, per mezzo dei modificanti (applicazioni di stoffa, di ampiezza, spessori,
 disegni e colori diversi) da disporre quando si voglia e dove si voglia, su qualsiasi punto
 del vestito, mediante bottoni pneumatici. Ognuno può così inventare ad ogni momento un
 nuovo vestito.

 ("Il vestito antineutrale" 90)

 In this manifesto Balla enunciates a language of dress that is transformable,
 dynamic, and comfortable, in lune with the ideas he and the other Futurists were
 elaborating in painting and poetry. Special emphasis is given to the ephemeral
 nature, newness and transience of clothing shorn of any sentiment or nostalgia
 that is condemned and linked to the idea of the museum and that which is old.9

 In this context, women's fashion was also elaborated, resulting in an extension
 of its male version. Balla designed women's clothing and accessories where

 8 The complete text of the Manifesto can be found in Crispolti 147; see also Barile's
 essay.

 9 A book on Futurist Italian women by Bentivoglio and Zoccoli has been recently
 published, but it mainly relates to painting; see also Carpi.
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 similar colors and patterns present in his paintings reappear in dress (Fig. 6 and
 7).10

 However, an official manifesto on women's fashion was published in Roma
 futurista only on February 29, 1920, signed by Volt (Vincenzo Fani):

 La moda femminile è stata sempre più o meno futurista. Moda, equivalente femminile del
 Futurismo. Velocità, novità, coraggio della creazione. [...] Le foggie attuali (blouse e
 robe chemise) cercano invano di nascondere sotto le false insegne della distinzione e
 della sobrietà la loro originaria povertà di concepimento. [...] Litanie stucchevoli della
 "santa semplicità" della "divina simmetria" e del cosidetto buon gusto. [...] "Torniamo
 all'antico." Esaurimento, Rammollimento. Rimbambinamento. Contro questo stato di
 cose, noi futuristi intendiamo reagire colla massima brutalità. Non avremo bisogno di fare
 una rivoluzione. Basterà centuplicare le virtù dinamiche della moda, spezzando tutti i
 freni che le impediscono di correre, trasvolando sulle vertigini dentate dell'Assurdo.

 ("Manifesto della moda femminile futurista," Crispolti 115)

 As for male fashion, the concept of symmetry, simplicity and the old are
 disrupted in view of an idea of fashion linked to speed, the machine and
 modernity. The manifesto stresses three different qualities characterizing fashion
 and women: "genialità," "ardire" and "economia." With "genialità" is stressed
 fashion as an art that should be paired with music and architecture,
 unrealistically suggesting that painters and poets should become heads of
 fashion houses. With "ardire," Volt claims that women should not be afraid of
 daring unusual styles in fashion, echoing the asymmetry in cut and design that
 was emphasized by Balla for the male suit: "La moda femminile non sarà mai
 abbastanza stravagante. Anche qui, noi comincieremo con abolire la simmetria,
 faremo dei décolletés a zig zag, maniche diverse l'una dall'altra, scarpe di
 forma, colore e altezza differenti" (115). Women's bodies and styles will
 coincide with "le conquiste più affascinanti della vita moderna." This means: "la
 donna mitragliatrice, la donna antenna-radio-telegrafica, la donna velivolo, la
 donna sommergibile, la donna motoscafo" (115).

 What is interesting in this manifesto, for us looking at this material now,
 and especially in the sections on "daring" and "economy," is the intuition of
 what fashion and fashion design will gradually become. Futurism and the avant
 garde movements touched upon some aspects of fashion, wearability, ephemeral
 nature, material, experimental textiles, and economy that can be better
 understood within our contemporary context. Emphasis on the idea of machine

 10 Some of these dresses, objects and paintings have been acquired by the Fondazione
 Biagiotti-Cigna. An exhibition was organized for the collection at the Pushkin Museum
 in Moscow (July 22 - September 15, 1996). See the catalogue Balla. La collezione
 Biagiotti Cigna. I wish to thank Dr. Federica Caruso from the Fondazione Biagiotti Cigna
 for sending the catalogue and granting permission to reproduce the images contained in
 the present article.
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 and modernity such as the "woman airplane," the "woman submarine" or the
 "woman speedboat" and the like, along with the idea of "exaggerated or radical
 design," have become part of the creative arsenal of contemporary experimental
 fashion design: "Glorificheremo la carne della donna in una frenesia di spirali e
 di triangoli. Arriveremo a scolpire il corpo astrale della donna collo scalpello di
 una geometria esasperata" (115; emphasis mine).

 In the 1920s, the association with different machines and means of
 transportation was an inspiration for women's hats, as was shown in some of the
 newsreels circulating at the time. Again, the links to modernity, newness and
 dynamism were emphasized.11 The third paragraph on economy is directly
 linked to the idea of daring that for fashion is its driving force, especially in
 challenging periods of great transformations. Let us think, for instance, of the
 incredible innovation in shoe design and material on the part of Ferragamo, who
 used cork and cellophane instead of leather (a material that was in very short
 supply in the late 1930s). It is not by chance that the first thing to be highlighted
 in the "Manifesto della moda femminile futurista" is the accessibility of fashion
 to a larger stratum of the female population:

 Le nuove mode saranno a portata di tutte le borse delle belle donne, che in Italia sono
 legione. Ciò che rende costoso un abito è la stoffa più o meno preziosa, non la forma o il
 colore che noi offriamo in dono gratuito alle italiane. È ridicolo che dopo tre anni di
 guerra e di penuria di materie prime ci si ostini ancora a confezionare scarpe di cuoio e
 abiti di seta. [...] Cento nuove materie rivoluzionarie tumultuano in piazza, reclamando di
 essere ammesse. [...] Noi spalancheremo le porte degli ateliers di mode alla carta al
 cartone al vetro ... alla pelle di pesce....alla stoppa, alla canapa ...
 Ogni donna sarà la sintesi ambulante dell'universo.

 (115)

 The idea that mass fashion be accessible to consumers of any level of income
 (which is a reality today) and the inventiveness of material and fabric, which are
 the foundation of dress, are both highlighted. Fabric — its variations,
 combinations and experiments — is still one of the backbones of the fashion
 industry and identified as such here in the manifesto of Futurist female fashion.
 It is on these different levels of experiments in cut, design, color and fabric that
 the Futurist idea of fashion is most interesting and in the case of Italian fashion
 not really understood. One of the reasons may be the fact that none of the
 Futurist artists, with the exception of Thayaht, worked in the fashion industry.

 11 I found this material, that came from the US and was translated and broadcast in
 Italian, in the Istituto Luce archive when conducting research for my book on Fashion
 under Fascism. On a recent visit to the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, among
 the materials on display in an exhibit about hats, there was a newsreel from Pathé about
 hats that had an incredible similarity to the one I found in the Luce archive. Emphasis
 was on the shape of hats and headgear with airplanes, submarines, and the like.
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 Theirs remain isolated experiments that never took off, nor went beyond an elite
 group. As to more specifically addressed gender issues, the Futurist ambivalence
 towards women is well-known, as was already clear in Marinetti's Manifesto of
 1909. It is not surprising that an age-old dichotomy between sensual pleasure
 and spiritual matters still characterized the Futurists' vision of women. It was, in
 fact, Valentine de Sant-Point who publicly reacted against this kind of misogyny
 with the publications of two manifestos, one on the Donna futurista (Paris, 25
 March 1912), followed by the "Manifesto futurista della lussuria," also
 published in Paris on January 11, 1913. In contradictory terms, Marinetti
 condemns all kind of artificiality, stating that Futurist women should overcome
 a sort of illness, or what with a neologism he calls "toalettite," in his "Contro il
 lusso femminile." With this phrase Marinetti identified and condemned the
 excess of beautifing oneself: the "ossessionante passione delle stoffe e dei
 gioelli spegne nella donna la sana irruenza del sangue e la gioia dell'abbandono
 carnale, e crea in lei ima vera libidine di sete, velluti, gioelli" (28). What is
 interesting here is the fetishized side of objects and their tactile sensuality as in
 the case of velvet and silk. Against this kind of emotional attachment to things,
 Marinetti suggests that "[o]gni donna bella, lasciando alle anziane e alle brutte il
 lusso come unica difesa, deve inventare una sua foggia di vestito e tagliarla da
 sé, facendo cosi del suo corpo, semplicemente adorno, un originalissimo poema
 vivente" (qtd. in Crispolti 28). Despite the rhetoric of this construction of the
 female aesthetic, body appearance, and gender described in a very ornate
 language, women translated their passion for fashion into their own terms in the
 1920s and beyond.

 The tuta and the Unisex Dress by Thayaht
 The only Futurist artist who actually worked in the fashion world was Ernesto
 Michaelles, better known as Thayaht. He was a designer and illustrator for
 Maddeleine Vionnet in Paris (who is best remembered for the bias cut of her
 dresses that fell asymmetrically and were "literally activated by the body")
 (Clark 8). More importantly, Thayaht is known for his invention of the tuta
 (1919-1920), the first track suit that was not linked to work-wear, as had been
 elaborated by the Russian constructivists. Although similar garments echoing
 the tuta had already existed since the end of the nineteenth century, what
 Thayaht offered was a witty and innovative translation in cut and construction
 and modifications in uses of the same design with the addition of simple details,
 a belt, a collar, etc., whose rendition was completely new. This was especially so
 if we compare it to the stiff formality of men's wear at that time. Thayaht's
 reinvention started with the name chosen for his garment: the Italian "tuta"
 referred to the word "tutta," meaning a whole and thus referring to one single
 piece. The elimination of one of the two "Ts" aimed at emphasizing the T shape
 of the garment, its simplicity, and also its minimalism in the way it follows the
 shape of the body.
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 As had been the case for Balla, Thayaht created the first tuta for himself and he
 was photographed wearing his creation (Fig. 8 and 9). On the 17th of June 1920,
 he launched the tuta in the pages of the daily newspaper La Nazione where he
 observed:

 Passando per via Orsanmichele, vidi in vetrina tessuti di cotone e canapa a poco prezzo.
 Presi alcuni campioni e mi misi al lavoro. La confezione doveva essere di minima spesa e
 tale da potersi fare in casa, perché il nuovo tipo d'abito fosse alla portata delle masse così
 com'io avevo sognato. Diagrammi, prove, disegni e poi finalmente modelli per i quali
 ebbi la collaborazione di mio fratello Ruggero, anch'egli pittore. Poi mobilitai alcune
 amiche, abili con la macchina da cucire e mi feci confezionare la prima tuta bianca, da
 me stesso tagliata, che può considerarsi il prototipo di quelle perfezionate, venute in
 seguito.

 (qtd. in Garavaglial47)

 This was a modern example of marketing because La Nazione included a special
 insert, at the additional price of 50 centesimi, with the actual cartamodello to
 make the tuta. Later in July, in order to promote the garment, other flyers were
 included that contained slogans such as "Tuta di un pezzo" or " Veste tuta la
 persona." Thayaht's tuta was certainly one of the most innovative designs, but
 also one of the most interesting marketing campaigns involving the media with
 the selling of a product aimed at people who could sew. It was a sort of uniform
 that could also be personalized. There were different ideas in Thayaht's project.
 The minimalist cut and look of his tuta, along with the modest fabric to be used
 for making it, was also a reaction against luxuiy and its appropriation by the
 new class of the nouveaux riches, who made their money after WWI. So,
 Thayaht's response can be read as a way of "dressing down" the old elite, a
 phenomenon that is beautifully described in The Leopard, mentioned earlier.
 This idea was taken up by an aristocrat from Florence, Countess Rucellai, who
 gave a ball in her palace in which the members of the Florentine aristocracy
 gathered and wore the simple tuta designed by Thayaht. It was, however, an
 isolated event, aimed at reinforcing the debate on nationalism and fashion in
 promoting domestic design as a polemical reaction to those wealthy women
 from the bourgeoisie, old and new, and the aristocracy who went to buy their
 clothing in Paris, the undisputed capital of chic.12

 I think, however, that to read Thayaht's project solely on this level would be
 misleading. The great merit of his experiments and performance of his garment
 is the simple and sophisticated elegance that links his project to a certain
 Dandyism à la Baudelaire. It is not the polished elegance of the bourgeois male

 12 These issues of the relationship between nationalism and the creation of an "Italian
 fashion" are treated in depth in my study Fashion under Fascism. The scope of this
 article differs from the previous study and gives space to different issues of aesthetics and
 design that were not treated there.
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 suit, but rather a discreet elegance of simplicity and detail from which he
 revolutionized the concept of the male jacket into what he would call the "bi
 tuta." In the photographs by Savini in Florence, Thayaht appears as a refined
 dandy wearing the two-piece outfit realized out of the same concept as the tuta.
 The jacket is deconstructed, unstructured and unisex in its look; so too are the
 details of the sleeves, the collar, all with the possibility to transform the look
 with a belt. This was going to remain one of the most avant-garde experiments
 in fashion design where gender and masculinity in dress were completely re
 imagined. None of the business companies Thayaht approached both in the US
 and France was able to understand his ultra "experimental" design. Thayaht
 himself, as well as other Futurists, enjoyed dressing with "la cura di un artista
 che ama farsi notare anche come persona: calzoni chiarissimi stirati
 perfettamente, scarpe color crema, maglione giallo oro da cui fuoriusciva il
 colletto di una camicia rosso mattone" (Garavaglia 151). Thayaht often had his
 shirts custom-made according to his specific taste with a soft collar, thus
 creating a completely different look for men's shirts that, for bourgeois
 gentlemen, had always been characterized by a stiff collar.13

 Traces of the kind of masculinity in dress elaborated by Thayaht can be
 seen in the Sardinian-based Antonio Marras, one of the most innovative
 contemporary Italian fashion designers (Fig. 10). This picture is taken from the
 2003-2004 men collection named "I hate the indifferent (The City of the future
 1917)," where workwear and outerwear intersect, and where the use of fabric
 helps to déstructuré the suit and with it the perception of a rigid image of
 masculinity.14 Recently, the Museo del Tessuto in Prato organized an exhibition
 on Thayaht and along with it launched a competition on the post-modern re
 enactment of Thayaht's idea of the tuta. Of the 400 competitors, Daria Dazzan, a
 fashion student from the Antwerp Royal Academy, won the competition.

 Conclusion

 There is no doubt that the Futurist approach to fashion was innovative and
 playful, more so in the later years when it could be taken out of its immediate
 bellicose context, especially with its use of bright color and fabrics with abstract
 prints that recalled the painters' work and style, all characterized by great
 emphasis on the asymmetrical cut or the sophistication of Thayaht's tuta and the
 refashioning of masculinity in dress. However, the Futurists did not really have a
 political program that envisioned links with the branches of fashion already
 existing and operating in Italy. If, on the one hand, the Futurists stressed the

 13 Pratesi,"Thayaht inventa la tuta e nasce il Made in Italy," in Thayaht, un artista alle
 origini del made in Italy (16); see also in the same catalogue, Morini, "La Tuta da
 antimoda a haute couture

 14 Gautier provides another interesting example of the tuta with an androgynous look
 (Le Monde et ses créateurs . The picture of a re-enacted tuta is contained in Vinken 122.
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 political and communicative charge of clothing, their nationalism never took the
 form of a policy that aimed at creating the conditions for the emergence of the
 kind of national fashion for which they argued. It is interesting to note that in the

 1930s Marinetti wrote to support Fascist policies on fashion. Even his manifesto
 of the Italian hat might be seen in to conform with the needs of the industry at
 the time to keep up with a decrease in the use of hats by Italian males, and so
 encourage the domestic production of a distinctive "Italian hat." Such an "Italian
 hat," according to the Futurist manifesto, would appeal to foreign visitors
 touring or vacationing in Italy. What is interesting here is the link between
 objects — hats, shoes, and the like — and tourism, as is still the case today.
 Fashion, no matter its politics, has the power to project and invent an aura, to
 attract either an audience, prospective customers, and travelers, or simply
 consumers of words, things, and images.

 Queens College and The Graduate Center of The City University of New York
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 Figures:

 Fig. 1. Prada, Shoe collection, Fall 2008. Courtesy of Prada

 Fig. 2. G. Balla, Bags, 1930. Courtesy of Associazione Culturale Futurismo

 Fig. 3. Biagiotti, 2009 collection. Courtesy of Laura Biagiotti
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 Fig. 4. G. Balla, Designs for the male suit with "modificanti" (modifiers), geometric
 elements of different colors to accessorize and personalize the suit. Courtesy of

 Associazione Culturale Futurism

 H VESTITO ANTINEUTRALE
 Manifesto futurista

 n, VESTITO ANTINEDTRALE
 Manifesto I'uturista

 Fig. 5. G. Balla, Il vestito antineutrale, Courtesy of the Fondazione Biagiotti Cigna
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 Fig. 6. G. Balla, Woman in an evening dress, 1925.
 Courtesy of Fondazione Biagiotti Cigna

 Fig. 7. G. Balla, Woman's dress, 1930. Dress made by Luce Balla based on her father's
 design. Courtesy of Fondazione Biagiotti Cigna

 Fig. 8. Thayaht wears his tuta
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 Fig. 9. Thayaht wears the Tuta showing the T shape (Courtesy of Archivio Elisabetta
 Seeber Michahelles, Rome).

 Utes?

 Fig. 10. Antonio Marras, Men's Collection, 2003-2004, Courtesy of Antonio Marras
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